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A new free programming tutorial book every day! Develop new tech skills and knowledge with Packt
Publishingâ€™s daily free learning giveaway.
Free Learning - Free Programming eBooks from Packt
Book Description: Deep Learning with R introduces the world of deep learning using the powerful Keras
library and its R language interface. The book builds your understanding of deep learning through intuitive
explanations and practical examples.
Deep Learning with R - pdf - Free IT eBooks Download
Many Python developers are curious about what machine learning is and how it can be concretely applied to
solve issues faced in businesses handling medium
Introduction to Machine Learning with Python - pdf - Free
Why Register? Get Free eBooks: Registered users can download one free tech eBook every day; Manage
your Learning: An account gives you instant access to PDFs/ePubs/Mobis, videos, code downloads, and
Packt's online reader
Register For An Account | PACKT Books
All IT related PDF eBooks available for download for free. Programming, Web Development, Computer
Science books download in PDF.
All IT eBooks - Page 4 of 458 - Free IT eBooks Download
These books deal with Computer programming: the process of writing, testing, debugging/troubleshooting,
and maintaining the source code of computer programs. A program's source code is written in a programming
language
Subject:Computer programming - Wikibooks, open books for
For a list of free machine learning books available for download, go here. For a list of (mostly) free machine
learning courses available online, go here. For a list of blogs on data science and machine learning, go here.
For a list of free-to-attend meetups and local events, go here
GitHub - josephmisiti/awesome-machine-learning: A curated
Tools for generating deep neural networks with efficient network architectures. The Oâ€™Reilly Data Show
Podcast: Alex Wong on building human-in-the-loop automation solutions for enterprise machine learning.
Ideas - O'Reilly Media
The Quick Python Book, Third Edition is a comprehensive guide to the Python language by a Python
authority, Naomi Ceder. With the...
BookDL â€“ eBooks for PC & Mobile Devices
Oracle acquired Sun Microsystems in 2010, and since that time Oracle's hardware and software engineers
have worked side-by-side to build fully integrated systems and optimized solutions designed to achieve
performance levels that are unmatched in the industry.
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Oracle and Sun Microsystems | Strategic Acquisitions | Oracle
Python is an interpreted high-level programming language for general-purpose programming. Created by
Guido van Rossum and first released in 1991, Python has a design philosophy that emphasizes code
readability, notably using significant whitespace.
Python (programming language) - Wikipedia
Joe Schumueller teaches the differences among nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio data types, providing
examples of each type. In the context of describing the intertype differences, he explains the types of
mathematical operations that are appropriate for each type, and the operations that are inappropriate for
each type.
Types of data - lynda.com
Perl is a family of two high-level, general-purpose, interpreted, dynamic programming languages, Perl 5 and
Perl 6. Though Perl is not officially an acronym, there are various backronyms in use, including "Practical
Extraction and Reporting Language". Perl was originally developed by Larry Wall in 1987 as a
general-purpose Unix scripting ...
Perl - Wikipedia
The authors of this book obviously didn't have anybody actually read the finished book AND actually try out
all the examples. Soooooo, many problems with this book from referencing 'only change the highlighted text'
or 'see the different colors' ...but the book is black & white...
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: iOS Games by Tutorials
Comment: The cover and pages show wear and tear, item is in acceptable condition. Some of the pages in
this book have slight folding damage. Access code or Online resource code is unused and sealed, however
we can not verify if code is still valid or if it carries an expiration date.
Amazon.com: Go in Practice: Includes 70 Techniques
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